[Unpacking] The first show in Taiwan! White Trafomatic
Audio Primavera ear expansion box
audionet.com.tw/thread-11807-1-1.html

▶ Voice reading

Taiwan's first Trafomatic Audio flagship earphone Primavera specific customized
version finally arrived at the agent Hain! This customer ordered a white version,
which should not be seen in the world. Since Primavera will be delivered to the
customer's home soon, I can't go to Kaohsiung to open the box for you. However,
the staff of Hain took a photo and passed it to me so that I can do the first report
here, we will show him!
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▲ The Trafomatic Audio Primavera just delivered to Hain is also packed in a
solid wooden box.

▲ Since it is a top-of-the-line ear extension, of course, you need to use toplevel headphones to match it. The top of the wooden box is Meze Audio's
top-level over-ear headphones Empyrean.

▲ The wooden box indicates that the place of production is in Europe.
Serbia is currently very active in joining the European Union. It is expected
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to formally join in 2020, so the current place of production is Europe, and
the quality and environmental protection regulations have been in
accordance with the EU regulations.

▲ To hold Primavera out of the wooden box, you really need to use "Hug",
because a Primavera weighs 30 kg! The whole package including wooden
box weighs 45 kg!

▲ Open the cloth cover, you can see Primavera immediately!
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▲ In order to avoid inadvertently damaging the vacuum tube during the
transportation process, the original factory first removed the vacuum tube,
and now it is necessary to install the vacuum tube.

▲ Remove the net cover first, prepare to install the vacuum tube, and then
test the machine to confirm that there is no problem before it can be
handed over to the customer.
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▲ Then install the vacuum tube, you can see the four huge transformers
behind (two output transformers, two power transformers have also been
replaced with silver shells, matching the entire white box.

▲ First install the two 6S45P signal tubes in the middle, the staff of Hain is
very careful, and they also put on white gloves in particular, fearing that
the fingerprints will stain the case and the vacuum tube.
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▲ Reinstall the second 6S45P signal tube.

▲ Next, install the large vacuum tube 811.10 triode, first confirm the foot
position.
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▲ Install the vacuum tube and make sure it is properly installed.

▲ Then install the second SV811-10 triode.
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▲ Install the two SV811-10 triode properly, and confirm that there is no
problem after installation.

▲ The vacuum tubes have been installed. From the top, the five super large
Mundorf MLytic HV electrolytic capacitors are also spectacular. They are
also protected by a silver metal shell.
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▲ Connected to the wire, Primavera is equipped with high-end products
such as the Spirit Audio Carbon-4 series signal cable.

▲ Turn on! It is also a pleasure to watch the vacuum tube light up slowly.
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▲ The two Svetlana SV811-10 triode are very beautiful and bright. The
reflection through the silver panel below is even more dazzling and
dazzling. I am drunk when I see them.
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▲ With the top AK portable player as the source, connect to Meze Audio's
flagship headset Empyrean, just think that the sound must be great.
Looking forward? If you can wait, you can also order a special edition with
Hain. If you want to hear Primavera's voice, Hain will soon have a real
machine show. Don't forget to listen to Hain by then.

Trafomatic Audio official webpage: https://www.trafomaticaudio.com/
Trafomatic Audio Facebook fan page:
https://www.facebook.com/TrafomaticAudio/Agent’s
official website: http://www.avmega.com.tw/earmega/
https://www.facebook.com/earmegafans
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